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  Ajman Chamber
News

 Ajman Chamber participates in the Arab-German Business Forum in
Berlin

 Marwan Al Shaali: UAE is establishing its position as one of the most
competitive and advanced economies in the world

Cooperation between AJBWC and UAEMPF

Ajman Chamber Participates In The World Chambers Congress In Geneva

 Ajman Chamber and Ajman Port are discussing joint cooperation to
facilitate the customer›s journey

«Ajman Chamber participates in the «Make in the Emirates Forum
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 Ajman Center for Corporate
 Social Responsibility

Work Ethics:
 It is an integrated system of prevailing behaviors during work and in
 the workspace. it is a form of applied ethics and commitment to laws
 and the objectives of the organization and striving to achieve them, as
 the public interest approach is the link that combines work ethics and
 social responsibility, by following a basic set of ethical characteristics that
 include honesty, integrity, transparency, and accountability, in addition

Importance of adhering to work ethics:
 Commitment to work ethics increases the interdependence between employees, and thus  
.increases their interaction with each other to produce the best and being socially responsible
 Upgrading the morals of employees reflects a positive image of the organization as a whole  
.through the interaction of employees with customers
 Commitment to work ethics leads to increased productivity in the organization as a result of  
.honesty in managing time, effort, and behavior
 Commitment to comprehensive ethical principles such as honesty, integrity, objectivity, and  
responsibility

Importance of work ethics in the framework of social responsibility
 Identifying distinguished experiences and exchanging experiences to reach the best  
.organizational practices in the areas of work ethics and social responsibility
 Holding workshops and training programs aimed at building a system of ethics that helps  
 individuals to better understand ethical considerations in decision-making and to integrate them into their
.daily behavior and in their dealings with others and society
 Educating individuals about the concept of social responsibility and its economic and societal  
.dimensions
 Building strategies within organizations that lead to improving administrative capabilities and  
.their effectiveness and ensuring the achievement of social responsibility
 Establishing that the organization›s culture is important in shaping work ethics through the  
.values, attitudes, and behavior of the organization, which is reflected on its people
 Correct understanding of work ethics contributes to the promotion of good investment of  
.organizations in human capital and the development of a set of ethical values
 Spreading a culture of adherence to ethical standards and general principles when making  
 decisions, as it plays a vital role in protecting the organization›s image and reputation and highlighting it
.with a civilized and positive appearance that befits its position in society service
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 Emirate of Ajman
 News

Ajman DED settles consumer protection complaints with value
 of  7 million AED

Real estate transactions in Ajman totalled
 AED  3.4  billion in2023 
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 Social Media

 To Communicate

 Membership of Economic
 Establishments

 Certificates of Origin &
 Attestation

 Legal Services

 Ajman Business Women
 Council Services

 Arbitration & Conciliation
 Services

 our website Ajman Contact Center

Ajman Chamber
 Services
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Eshaar platform
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